DISCUSSION
Author's Closure
The author extends his thanks to Professor Tso and Mr. Asmis for their comments.
It is true that unless the angular rotation exceeds the value a, the system analyzed by the author is identical to an undamped system; however, it should be noted that, the parameter a used in the investigation can be assigned any small value greater than zero. In other words, if the initial disturbances and <p t are of the first-order infinitesimal quantities, we may assign a a magnitude which is greater than zero but is smaller than the first-order infinitesimal quantities so that the hysteretic effects will still be present in the s.ystem. Since this reasoning is valid for any small disturbances and $,-, the notion of "stability in the large" used in the hysteretic damping case is rather weak.
To throw additional light on problems concerning the notion of stability needed in the hysteretic damping case, let us consider the case in which a distributed-yielding hysteretic model is used in the representation of the restoring and dissipative mechanisms in the hinges of the double pendulum. The hysteretic restoring moments induced may, then, be written as functionals c.I/,[$,, fi ( , t, Yj(a)] where i = 1, 2, and the functions Y t (a) define, respectively, the fraction (or percentage) of the material elements with yield limit equal to a in the hinge. Assume that
where a* is the highest yield limit of the material elements in the hinge and H( ) is the Heavyside's unit step function. The total area of the yield-limit distribution diagram so specified is unity. The relationship between the restoring moment and the angular displacement may implicitly be depicted by [18] in the paper and [1] given in this Closure.) The distributed-yielding hysteretic model just described will, no doubt, exhibit hysteretic damping effects whenever the system oscillates with any small amplitudes. This illustration shows that the notion of "stability in the small" is applicable in the hysteretic. damping case as well as in the viscous damping case.
In a recent studj r ( [2] of this Closure), the distributed-yielding hysteretic damping was found to have similar destabilizing effects as the bilinear hysteretic damping. Thus the hysteretic damping may exert destabilizing effects on stability of the system "in the small."
With respect to the latter part of the discussion, the author would like to express his appreciation to the discussers for bringing out the stability analysis of the steady-state curves which was not emphasized in the paper. However, it should be noted that the author has indicated only the possibility that two disparate states of stead3'-state oscillations of the system may exist under a certain identical loading. There was no assertion that both of these two states of steady-state oscillations are stable. 
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Perturbations are superposed on this state and critical Rayleigh numbers (for the onset of motion) are computed. The basic state (1), however, is not a solution of the basic hydrodynamic equations. The proper basic equilibrium state requires zero velocity and the temperature and pressure (p) fields must satisfy
where we have the equation of state
Here k = (0, 1), g is the acceleration of gravity, a is the volume expansion coefficient, and the zero subscript denotes a (constant) reference value of the corresponding quantity. The temperature field (1) does satisfy equation (2) but not equation (3) . To see this, take the curl of equation (3) and obtain 0 = V X pic = Vp X k.
(5 Equation (5) can only be satisfied if p is independent of x. From equation (4), this implies that T is independent of x. Since basic equilibrium states exist only when T = T(z) only, the stability of state (1) cannot be discussed. In fact, any horizontal temperature gradient should be sufficient to induce motion.
Authors' Closure
The writers appreciate the discussion by Mr. Davis and agree with the points raised by him which the writers consider to be valid for the most general case. However, one of the aims of the writers was to demonstrate the effect of small horizontal temperature gradients on the instability in adversely heated fluid layers of high thermal conductivity. Thus, in the energy equation, the convective transport of heat is neglected in comparison to the conductive transport. Further, without obtaining the detailed steady-state base flow solution, the writers analyzed the instability in the fluid layer considering the base flow motion to be of negligible order. How far this is valid can be ascertained only by experimentation or further detailed analysis. The writers believe that the results obtained would be found correct within agreeable limits at least for small values of 7. For 7 = °°, i.e., for the horizontally heated case, departures from the values given in the article may be found as a result of the existence of the base flow.
There is no particular difficulty in including the base flow velocity in the stability analysis. However, to obtain the base flow pattern for such a system with aspect ratios, d/I « 1 (where d is the distance in the vertical direction and / distance in the horizontal direction) is very difficult. Elder 3 has previously obtained through experimentation the base flow pattern for a horizontally heated system with aspect ratios, d/l» 1. Furthermore, using finite-difference approximation to the governing differential equations, Elder 4 obtained theoretical results which verified his experimental values. In Elder 3 certain difficulties were mentioned in satisfying exactly the boundary conditions at the horizontal surfaces. The writers are at present, engaged in developing a finite-element procedure to determine the base flow in a horizontally heated system with very small aspect ratios. Once this has been successfully carried out, the writers intend to include the base flow in the stability analysis for such systems. show considerable sensitivity to the mesh size Ax. This is an indication that their numerical solution did not converge. The reported disagreement with Goldstein's results [l] 3 in the immediate neighborhood of the trailing edge is, therefore, not substantiated. Indeed, the trend of their results in Fig. 7 shows that they might have achieved good agreement if they had employed a finer mesh. While the authors report that the size of the circular region around the trailing edge, where boundary-layer approximations are not valid, is estimated as LR~1^ which is extremely small for large Reynolds numbers, and while their major effort was to study the structure of the flow field within this region, they use a mesh size that is hundreds of times larger than this size. The trailing-edge disturbance is negligible outside the circular region of size LR~3'* and the use of the NavierStokes equations outside this region, although legitimate, onlj r makes matters worse. This is due to the Drichlet-type boundary conditions necessary for the existence of the solution of the elliptic equations not being known a priori. One tends to believe that the boundary-layer equations are accurate enough to describe the whole flow field because of the rapid decay of the trailing-edge disturbance. The region where the influence of the trailing edge is significant is smaller than the mesh size in any efficient and stable numerical scheme [2] . We believe that the preasymptotic solution of Goldstein is valid and the choice between the Navier-Stokes equations and the boundary-layer equations depends on how close to the trailing edge one wants to extend the solution. Because of the parabolic nature of the boundary-layer equations any disturbance in the Blasius profile at the trailing edge (initial condition) due to the trailing-edge singularity would decay rapidly with no significant effect on the behavior of the near and far wakes. If one wants to study the behavior of the flow field in the immediate vicinity of the trailing-edge singularity, the method of series truncation as proposed by Van Dyke [3] should be used because of the rapid decay of the disturbance and, hence, the difficulty in achieving convergence in a difference scheme.
